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OneTrust - Governing Your Data: The Second Step Towards Data Intelligence
IBM - Boost your storage with security and flexibility
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Disaster proofing your Azure AD and Microsoft 365 data
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GoodData, Vertica Partner to Accel- The GoodData and Vertica offering simplifies this process and proerate Cloud-Native Self-Service Ana- vides a way to deploy cloud-native, self-service analytics with
lytics Adoption
GoodData on top of the Vertica data warehouse within minutes.
This innovative concept is a response to frustration from DevOps,
Edge Delta Announces Live, Interac- SRE, and Security teams with the inflexible and tedious trial process
tive, Open Environment for Free,
imposed on them by most analytics vendors. They have to endure
Unlimited Exploration
lengthy and expensive proof-of-concepts involving their production
data in order to evaluate and understand the value of those systems.
With the addition of the Operator, key functionality for deployment,
Cockroach Labs Releases Cockmanagement, and maintenance of the database is now automated.
roachDB on Kubernetes
This release makes it easy and effective for teams at any skill level to
run a relational database on Kubernetes.
Syniti Data Jumpstart is a packaged, cloud-based software solution
Syniti Launches Data Jumpstart to that provides turnkey improvement recommendations, enhanced by
Drive Business Value from Data
tailored, business-specific insights to help create rapid, substantial
bottom-line returns by improving data quality.
HealthLake leverages machine learning to extract medical inforAmazon launches HealthLake in genmation from unstructured data and organize, index, and store that
eral availability
information in chronological order.
The Hazelcast Platform combines the capabilities of a real-time
Hazelcast Unveils Real-Time Intelli- stream processing engine with in-memory computing to deliver a
gent Applications Platform
simplified architecture that is highly performant, scalable and reliable.
Based on a Btrieve transactional database architecture that employs
Actian boosts SQL query speed for
the indexed sequential access method (ISAM) to store and retrieve
edge computing with database updata, the Zen V15 embedded database can be encapsulated in a set
date
of Docker containers to make it easier to deploy.
To help companies eliminate data downtime, Monte Carlo built InciMonte Carlo Launches Incident IQ to dent IQ, an end-to-end solution that conducts root cause analysis for
Help Organizations Achieve End-to- data issues at each stage of the pipeline, from ingestion in the data
End Data Trust
warehouse or lake to analytics in your business intelligence dashboards
Hazelcast adds storage drive supHazelcast’s software, clustered across server nodes, is not a dataport and boosted SQL
base, data warehouse or datalake. It is not a SingleStore equivalent.

Sixty-one percent of respondents cited lack of context as the
Datanami - 93% of IT Decision Makers
biggest problem with dashboards, and more than half (53%)
Agree Embracing Data Storytelling is the
agreed that dashboards are often disregarded because of the
Secret to Boosting Revenue
time it takes to interpret them.
Data teams spend too much time on average (40%) cleaning and
VentureBeat - Precisely: 82% of data exprepping data for analysis, with some reporting as high as 80%,
ecutives cite data quality as a barrier
and almost 9 in 10 CDOs said they are challenged by a lack of
Datanami - New Research Finds Business- An overwhelming majority of C-level data executives (82 peres Must Rethink Path to Trusted Data as cent) say data quality concerns represent a barrier to data inteFoundation for Growth
gration projects — the precursor to digital transformation initia-

“The majority (79%) of respondents indicated that their infrastructure and systems are able to scale to meet their increased
Datanami - Data Pros Are Maxed Out:
data volume processing needs, which further highlights that the
Survey
new problem with scale is focused on team capacity and less on
technology capacity.”
The vast majority (93%) of respondents anticipate the number
Datanami - New Ascend.io Research
of data pipelines in their organization to increase between now
Finds 96% of Data Professionals Are at or
and the end of the year – with 56% projecting the number of daOver Capacity
ta pipelines to increase by more than 50%.

My talk with Kate Strachnyi from
Datacated about the skills needed
for Data Science in 2021.

We're talking Python, SQL, Mathematics, Statistics, Machine Learning
& more..
.For all the details on DATA SCIENCE
INFINITY including the full curriculum, preview tutorials, feedback
from students and more about me visit: https://www.data-scienceinfinity.com/

